INTRODUCTION
The nature of mathematics and its relation to physics has been and is a topic of much interest. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Wigner's question "Why is mathematics relevant to the natural sciences?" 6 continues to be of much interest. 7, 8 It has led to attempts by this author 9, 10 to work towards a coherent theory of mathematics and physics together which hopefully will help to answer this question. This paper extends work in this direction by exploration of the effects of local availability of mathematics and number scaling on a few aspects of quantum physics and geometry. Since the local availability of mathematics and number scaling have been discussed in earlier work, 11 the discussions here will be brief and cover the main points.
Local availability of mathematics and number scaling are extensions of some basic aspects of gauge theories. In these theories one assigns an n dimensional vector spaceV x to each point, x, in space time. 12 Matter fields, ψ, take values in these spaces where ψ(x) V x . Yang and Mills 13 introduced the freedom of choice of bases in these spaces in that the choice of bases on one space does not determine the bases in another space.
The freedom of choice of number values is implemented here by use of a real valued scalar field, θ, such that for each x, θ(x) is a number inC x . This field is used to define the relations between number values in the differentC x in a manner similar to the use of elements of the gauge group to define relations between bases in the differentV x in gauge theories. 12, 14 Here the relations between the number values in the differentC x are defined by real scaling factors.
These factors are defined from a vector field, A, that is the gradient of θ. If y = x +μdx then the scaling factor, r y,x , that relatesC y toC x is defined by r y,x = e A(x)·μdx (1) where
If y is distant from x then, according to the gradient theorem,, 15 r y,x is independent of the path from x to y and r y,x = e θ(y)−θ (x) .
Here r y,x is a real number value inC x .
As is well known, numbers are an important component of many different mathematical systems. Included are various spaces, algebras, group representations, etc. This suggests that one extend the assignment of separatē C x to each x, to any mathematical system that includes numbers in its definition. * IfS is such a system, then S x is the system at point x just asC x is the complex number system at x. Scaling factors affecting the relations between the different complex number fields would be expected to have an effect on the relations between the differentS type systems.
The many different mathematical systems whose definitions depend at least partly on numbers can be collected into mathematical universes, x , one for each point x. Each x contains all types of systemsS x whose axiomatic definitions include numbers of some type in their definitions. The assignment of separate universes to each point, x, is supported by the concept of the local availability of mathematics. This, and the contents of the different x , and their relation to one another at different locations are discussed in the next section. It is seen that scaling does not have an effect on comparison of theoretical computations and experimental outputs.
Number scaling is discussed in Section 3. The mathematical logical definition of mathematical systems, as structures, 16, 17 is used. A structure consists of a set, basic operations, relations, and a few constants where the structure satisfies a set of axioms relevant to the system type. It is seen that it is possible to define structures of each number type that differ by arbitrary scaling factors and satisfy the relevant axioms if and only if a structure without scaling satisfies the axioms. In these structures, number value scaling is compensated for by scaling of some of the basic operations in the structures. Section 4 applies number scaling to the complex number structures,C x at each point x. It is seen that, for an observer, O x , at point x, the local representation of the complex number structure,C y , onC x , includes a scaling factor, r y,x . For y distant from x r y,x is given by Eq. 3. HereC x is the complex number base for mathematics available to O x .
The work of these sections is applied in section 5 to quantum theory. It is seen that there are two types of scaling, external and internal. External scaling is used to map the mathematical representations of system properties at y, to another point x. These are the representations, in x , at x, of descriptions of the system properties based on mathematics in y at another point, y.
Internal scaling applies only to properties of systems expressed as integrals or derivatives over space or space time. The integrands, associated with each point in space, are taken to belong to the universes associated with the point. In order for the integral to make sense, the integrands must be transferred, with scaling to a common reference point where the integral can be defined. For derivatives, such as the momentum operator the usual momentum is replaced by the canonical momentum that includes the A field, Eq. 1.
The next two sections describe space regions in which scaling is negligible, and in which there are, no theory experiment restrictions on scaling. The region, L, in which scaling must be negligible, includes locations in which theory calculations and experiments can be implemented. Here L is assumed to be a region that includes the solar system and is a few lightyears in size. For points y outside L, which is most of the cosmos, there are no theory experiment restrictions on scaling involved in the representation, at any point x in L, of properties of systems at y.
The concludes with a discussion. It includes a brief review and an emphasis of the amount of work yet to be done.
LOCAL AVAILABILITY OF MATHEMATICS
As was noted, the totality of mathematics available to an observer, O x , at point x is contained in x . That is, mathematics is available locally. This is supported by the observation that all mathematics (or physics) that O x knows or is aware of is in his or her brain. Knowledge of new mathematics is obtained only when the requisite mathematical information in a book or in a seminar talk is transmitted to the observer by sound or light and is received in the brain. For the purposes of this work details of this process are irrelevant.
Local availability of mathematics extends to observers motion in space time. This is described by a world line, w(τ ) where τ denotes the proper time. The mathematics available to O w(τ ) at proper time τ is that contained in w(τ ) .
The contents of each x are based on the mathematical logical definitions of mathematical systems as structures. 16, 17 A structure consists of a base set of elements, a few basic operations, basic relations, and constants that satisfy a set of axioms relevant to the type of system being considered. As examples, a rational number structure, Ra x in x is defined as a structure,
that satisfies the axioms for the smallest ordered field. 18 Structures for the real and complex numbers are given by
These structures satisfy, respectively, axioms for a complete ordered field 19 and an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. 20 A Hilbert space structure,
satisfies the axioms for a complex, normed, inner product space that is complete in a norm defined from the inner product,. 21 In these structures, a symbol with an overline, such asR, denotes a structure. The same symbol with no overline, such as R denotes a base set for the structure. The subscript x, denotes structure membership in x . For Hilbert spaces, · x and −, − x denote scalar vector multiplication and scalar or inner product, and ψ denotes any state.
The universes are all equivalent in that ifS x is a structure in x , then there is a structure,S y , in y that is the same structure in y asS x is in x .
The mathematics available to O x must include the ability to describe properties of physical systems at different locations. Integrals and derivatives over space time must be possible to describe in x . This requires a map of structures in y onto structures in x .
A basic map is a parallel transformation. 22 This map defines the notion of sameness between elements of structures in y and x . Let F y,x :S x →S y be a parallel transformation fromS x toS y .
Here Op, Re, Co denote, collectively, the basic operations, relations, and constants ofS. F y,x maps S x elementwise onto S y such that for each element, s x in S x , s y = F y,x (s x ) is an element in S y that has the same value, relative toS y , as s x has inS x . The map F y,x can be easily extended to structures that include other structures in their definitions. An example is a Hilbert space structure,H x , that includes a complex number structureC x , in its characterization. Also note that F y,x has an inverse, denoted by F x,y .
The next step is to introduce scaling between number structures at different points. Before doing this it is useful to show that what appears to be an obvious criticism does not apply. Assume that an experiment or computation is carried out at x and that the same experiment or computation is also carried out at y. Let a x and b y be the real numerical outcomes at x and y.
Comparison of the two outcomes requires mapping a x and b y to a common point so they can be compared within the same number structure. Since the computations or experiments are the same at x and y, one expects b y to be the same number value inC y as a x is inC x . This is indeed the case if a x = F x,y (b y ) which says that a x is the same number inC x as b y is inC y . (Statistics and quantum uncertainties are ignored here.) This is not the case if scaling is present as then the outcome b y corresponds to the number c x = r y,x F x,y (b y ).
Since c x = a x if r y,x = 1, which is the case if scaling is present, there is a problem. In particular, such comparisons between theory and experiment, or between different computations or experiments, give no hint of the presence of scaling. This problem is resolved by noting that scaling plays no role in such comparisons. This is based on the observation that no computation and no experiment ever gives directly a number as an outcome. Instead, outcomes of of experiments or computations are physical systems in physical states that are interpreted as numbers. Examples include strings of symbols on paper or computer screens, pointer positions, etc.
To see how this works, let ψ y and φ x be outputs of experiments at x and y. Then the real numbers inC y andC x corresponding to these outputs are given by I y (ψ y ) and I x (φ x ). For each x, I x is a map from the set of physical output states of experiments or computations at x to real number values inC x .
The "naheinformationsprinzip" (no information at a distance) 12, 22 principle forbids direct comparison of the information contained in ψ y and φ x . Instead the information in these states must be transported by physical means to a common point, z, for comparison. The method of transmission, by use of sound waves, optical transmission, etc. must be such that the information is preserved during transmission.
Let T z,x (ψ x ) and T z,y (φ y ) denote these transmissions to z. Now the numerical values for the outcomes can be directly compared as they are both numbers inC z . These values are given by I z (T z,x (ψ x )) and I z (T z,y (φ y )). This process is shown schematically in Figure 1 .
Note that scaling plays no role in this comparison of outcomes. It follows that in regions of space time in which theoretical calculations can be done and experiments can be carried out, the effect of scaling, if any, must be below the accuracy of the theory experiment comparison. However this does not mean that scaling must be negligible in all of space time. As will be seen later, scaling may be present in theoretical descriptions of events at cosmological distances.
NUMBER SCALING
Number scaling arises from the observation that, for each type of number, it is possible to define many different number structures that differ by arbitrary scaling factors. For complex numbers, letC r denote a complex number structure, The super and subscripts r show that this structure is scaled by a factor r, relative toC, Eq. 6.
The scaling can be shown explicitly in a representation ofC r onC. This representation defines the structure elements and operations ofC r in terms of those inC. The result is
This shows that + and − operations are unchanged by scaling, × r inC r corresponds to ×/r inC, ÷ r corresponds to r÷ inC, and 0 r and 1 r correspond to 0 and r. Also any number value a r inC r corresponds to the number value ra inC. The number value 0 is the only value unchanged by scaling. In this sense it corresponds to the "number vacuum".
The correspondences are defined to satisfy a basic requirement: thatC r satisfies the axioms for complex numbers if and only ifC satisfies the axioms. As an example it can seen, from the axiom for multiplicative identity, that the number value r inC, when viewed inC r , is the the number value 1. This follows from the equivalences
The leftmost equation is defined onC r and the other two are defined onC.
Note that scaling introduces a new relation, that of correspondence. This is different from the concept of "same value as". For example the number value a r inC r corresponds to the number value ra inC. This is different from a which is the same number value inC as a r is inC r . These two concepts, correspondence and same value as, coincide if r = 1. This is the usual case with no scaling present.
The relations between the two structures show clearly that elements of the base set, C, which is the same in both representations, have no fixed values. The values associated with the elements are dependent on the structure containing C. For example, the element, s, of C that has value a r inC r has value ra inC. This is why numbers in structures are referred to as number values. If s is called a number, then the values, a r or ra, associated with s, depend on the structure containing s.
The relations betweenC r andC show an interesting property. To see this let f r :C r →C r be an analytic function onC r . The equivalences,
show that the function, f r onC r that corresponds to f onC, is also the same function onC r as f is onC.
This follows from the observation that, for any term, a m r /b n r , the correspondence a m
holds. The m factors, a r contribute a factor of r m . The m − 1 multiplications contribute a factor of r −(m−1) to give a net factor of r. This is canceled by a similar r factor from the denominator, b m r . The final r factor comes from the relation between division inC r andC. More details on number scaling are provided in. 23 
SCALING FACTORS BETWEENC
The freedom to choose scaling between the complex number structures (and structures of other number types) in the universes can be expressed by use of the parallel structure map, F y,x , defined in Eq. 8. The scaling factor is obtained by first factoring F y,x into two maps as in
This givesC
HereC r x is the representation ofC y onC x .C r x is scaled, relative toC x , by the factor r. This can be expressed by explicit definition of W r x as
The operator Z y r , which takesC r x ontoC y , can be defined similarly. These equations show thatC r x has the structure shown in Eq. 10 as
Here r = r y,x is the real scaling factor defined on the link from x to y. Also r y,x is a number value inC x .
Let a y be a number value inC y .
is the same number value inC x as a y is inC y . The scaled representation of a y inC x is given by
Scaling in to opposite direction gives a scaled representation of a x onC y . This is described by a similar factorization of F y,x = F −1
x,y . If y = x +μdx is a neighbor point of x, then r y,x is defined by Eq. 1. If y is distant from x, then r y,x is defined by Eq. 3 . This assumes that A(x), is the gradient † of a scalar field θ(x), as shown in Eq. 2.
QUANTUM THEORY
The effects of local availability of mathematics and scaling on the quantum mechanical properties of systems need to be investigated. This is especially the case for quantum properties of systems that are expressed in terms of integrals and derivatives in space or space time. To keep things simple, the discussion of these effects, which is based on that in, 11 will be restricted to non relativistic quantum theory on 3 dimensional Euclidean space.
A good example is the description of the wave packet state of a system in state ψ. This has the form ψ = ψ(y)|y dy.
The complex number, ψ(y), is the amplitude for finding the system at y, |y is a basis state of the system at point y, and the integral is over all space.
The usual mathematical setting for this description is that ψ is a state in a Hilbert space H with ψ(y) a complex number inC. This setting is not appropriate here under the assumption of "mathematics is local" and number scaling. The reason is thatH andC do not belong to any mathematical universes, x . In this sense they are universal or global spaces and structures. This causes problems in that it is not clear how an observer, at x, whose universe for mathematics is x , can describe ψ inH andC.
One approach to this problem is to replaceH,C with separate Hilbert space and complex number structures, H y ,C y for each point y. This option fits in with the notion of separate mathematical universes withH y ,C y belonging to y for each y.
This approach is different from that used in gauge theories 12 in that, in gauge theories, the vector spaces,V y , at each point y are finite dimensional. They are spaces for the internal states of matter fields. Here theH y are infinite dimensional. They can be used to describe basis states over all points in space. For example, |w y is thē H y basis state for a particle at location w, ψ(w) y is the amplitude, as a number inC y , for finding a quantum system in state ψ at w. The resulting wave packet expansion of ψ y is
The subscripts y indicate that the factors in the integrand and the integral are all inH y ,C y .
Scaling has two components. One is external and the other is internal. External scaling describes the representations, at x of quantum states or quantum properties in general of systems at y. Internal scaling applies only to properties of systems expressed as space integrals or space derivatives.
External scaling
External scaling is best described by the use of examples. Let ψ y be a wave packet of a system. The subscript y indicates that it is described inH y ,C y as in Eq, 21. The description of ψ y at x is based on vectors and scalars inH x andC x . With no scaling the description at x is given by
Here U x,y is a unitary operator that parallel transforms ψ y to the state ψ x where ψ x is the same state inH x as ψ y is inH y . F x,y is defined by Eq. 8 for number structures.
With scaling included, ψ x is replaced by
Here ψ x is the scaled representation, inH x of ψ y inH y .
As another example, let
be the expectation value, at y, for the position of ψ. Herel y is theH y position operator at y. With no scaling, the expectation value at x that is the same number inC x as ψ yly ψ y y is at y is given by
With scaling included, the position expectation value at x is given by
Note that all but one of the r factors that result from use of Eq. 28 andl r x = r y,xlx in Eq. 26 are canceled by the scaling of the multiplication or product operations that appear.
It is good to summarize these results. Observers, O y and O x at y and x determine the expectation values of the position operator on ψ to be ψ yly ψ y y and ψ xlx ψ x x respectively. ψ yly ψ y y is the same number inC y as ψ xlx ψ x x is inC x . With scaling included, the value of ψ yly ψ y y , as determined by O x at x, is r y,x ψ xlx ψ x x . This differs by the factor r y,x from the expectation value calculated directly by O x .
The difference between the two values at x is a problem. It will be seen later that this problem can be fixed by placing local restrictions on r y,x .
As noted, external scaling applies to other properties besides spatial ones. For instance the momentum operatork y = ih y (d/dy) y corresponds to the scaled momentum operator,
at x. Note that the expression for the ith component of the derivative, d i ψ y (w)/d i w = (ψ w (w+d i w)−ψ y (w))/d i w is valid as both amplitudes, ψ y (w + d i w) and ψ y (w), are inC y . This is not the case for internal scaling.
Internal scaling
In external scaling the integrands of the space integrals in Eqs. 22 and 25 are vectors inH x . The integrals are limits of sums of vectors for different space positions.They are elements of x . The corresponding integrals at some other location, y are integrals over vectors in y. They are elements of y . Local availability of mathematics and scaling applies in transforming the integrals at y to x (or vice versa).
In internal scaling local availability of mathematics and scaling is moved inside the integrals. ‡ For each space point y the integrand in the wave packet stat ψ in Eq. 21 is a vector inH y . The integral makes no sense as it is the limit of a sum of vectors in different Hilbert spaces, one for each y. Vector addition is defined only within a Hilbert space. It is not defined between spaces. This can be fixed by transferring each integrand to a point x so that, for each y, the transferred integrand is a vector inH x . For the state ψ and with no scaling, ψ becomes
This shows that, with no scaling, external and internal scaling coincide, and Eqs. 28 and 22 are the same expressions for ψ x .
If scaling is used, then Eq. 28 becomes
The scalar-vector multiplications in the different Hilbert space structures are shown. Here · r x is the scalar vector multiplication inH r x , which is the scaled representation ofH y onH x . One of the two r y,x factors in the middle integral is canceled by the r factor arising from replacing · r x with · x . Details of this and other properties ofH r x and U x,y are given in the Appendix.
The representation, at x of the position expectation value with internal scaling is arrived at in a similar way. The integral in ψlψ = ψ * (y) × y y × y ψ(y)dy (30) makes no sense because addition is defined only within complex number structures, not between these structures. This is fixed by transferring the integrands, ψ * (y) × y y × y ψ(y)dy, in the differentC y to a reference location, x.
With scaling this gives,
The relations between the differentC y and their scaled representations onC x are given in Section 3.
The relationship between external and internal scaling is shown schematically in Figure 2 for the norm φ, φ of φ. The distinction between vectors φ(y)|y all inH x as in external scaling and in separateH y as in internal scaling is clearly shown. Carrying out the integration dydy φ * (y) y|y φ(y ) = φ * (y)φ(y)dy converts the integrals from integration over theH y to integration over theC y as was discussed in the text. Figure 2 . Comparison of the effects or external and internal scaling on φ, φ . For external scaling the value of φ, φ , at y is expressed as a space integral inHy,Cy. This shown by the three lines from different space points, w, y, z all converging toHy,Cy. For internal scaling, the value of the integrand at each space point is in the Hilbert space complex number structures associated with the point. This is shown by the two vertical lines at y, z. The integrands are then mapped to corresponding integrands, with scaling, to a common point, x, where the integral is defined onHx,Cx.
Internal scaling includes external scaling. To see this, one notes that transfer, with scaling, of ψ Sc 
One can move the r x,z factor inside the integral as (r x,z ) x (the same number inC x as r x,z is inC z ) and use r y,z = r y,x (r x,z ) x and remove the x subscripts. This gives Eq. 31 with z replacing x everywhere.
A convenient approach to the use of scaling in quantum mechanical expressions is to note that the usual basis expansion in space states, 1 = |y y|dy is replaced by
Here U y,x = U † x,y . Justification for the use of Eq. 33 will be discussed shortly. An example of the use of Eq. 33 is the relation between the momentum eigenstate |k x and position eigenstates at x. For example,
The momentum operatork x satisfies the usual relations such as
Scaling introduces the components, A j (x), of the gradient of the scalar field into the momentum. This can be seen from the expression p = ihd/dy. At y the action of the jth component of p y on ψ is given by
The factor r y+d j y,y F y,y+d j y accounts for the scaling arising from the transforming ψ(y + d j y), which belongs tō C y+d j y , to an element ofC y on which the derivative is defined.
Following the procedure used in gauge theories 14 in deriving covariant derivatives, one expands r y+d j y,y to first order to obtain r y+d j y,y = e Aj (y)d j y ≈ 1 y + A j (y)d j y. This is used in Eq. 36 to obtain
This shows that, in the presence of scaling, the momentum, at y, p y , has the canonical form,
The prime on d /dy accounts for the local availability of mathematics in that ψ(y + d j y) y is the same value in C y as ψ(y + d j y) is inC y+d j y . It has no effect on the value of the derivative. Also, Eq. 2, A(y) = ∇ y θ.
There is another important distinction to be made between external and internal scaling. physical laws expressed as equations, and equations in general, are invariant under external scaling. This is the case even though the individual terms of the equations are not invariant. This is a consequence of the cancelation of all but one of the scaling factors in the terms on each side of the equation. As an example, consider the Einstein mass energy relation, E = mc 2 . At y this relation is E y = m y c 2 y . Here c y is the number value inC y for the velocity of light. This relation corresponds to the scaled relation
inC r x . Here r = r y,x . Replacement of E r x , m r x , c r x and × r x by their scaled values, rE x , rm x , rc x , and ×/r inC x gives rE x = rm x c 2
x , or E x = m x c 2 x . This is the same equation inC x as E y = m y c 2 y is inC y . However, internal scaling is preserved in equations under scaled transformations from y to x. It does not cancel out under transferral as does external scaling. As an example, consider the well known quantum equatioñ Hψ = Eψ for the energy of a system in state ψ.H is the Hamiltonian for the system. At location y, expansion in a complete set of position states, using Eq. 33, gives y r w,yHy |w y y ψ y (w y )dw y = E y ψ y .
Transferral to site x, with external scaling, gives r y,x U x,y y r w,yHy |w y y ψ y (w y )dw y = r y,x U x,y (E y ψ y ).
canceling the r y,x factors on both sides of the equation and acting with U x,y gives,
Here (r w,y ) x is the same number inC x as r w,y is inC y .
Note that no scaling factor appears if one expands in eigenstates ofH instead of position states. The apparent inconsistency between these two basis expansions is another reason why the discussion in the next section of the values of the scaling factor is needed.
THE VALUE OF R Y,X
The results for quantum mechanics shown so far suggest that r y,x ≈ 1 x . This needs to be investigated in more detail. To begin, one notes that all wave packets have finite spatial extension. Let Z be a finite spatial region that includes essentially all of ψ, and W the rest of space. Then expectation values, at x with scaling included, for the position of a system have the form
For momentum expectation values,l is replaced by the momentum operator given by Eq. 38.
It is useful to separate r y,x into components, external scaling and internal scaling. Let z be a point on or near the surface of Z. Then using r y,x = (r y,z ) x r z,x , one has
As noted this is the expectation value for an observer, O x .
For an observer, O z at z, the expectation value, as a number inC z , is
For wave packet states encountered in quantum mechanics, the region, Z, is small. It follows from this that the distance over which r y,z extends is small. In this case, one requires that, for all y in Z,
To first order in θ, this gives
That is, θ is roughly constant over Z.
The situation is different for an observer O x at a point x that can be far away from Z. To see this, recall that, for observer O z at z, the position expectation value is ψ zlz ψ z z = z ψ * (y z )y z ψ z (y)dy z . For O x at x, the value is ψ xlx ψ x x = x ψ * (y x )y x ψ x (y)dy x . Internal scaling has been ignored here, for the reasons noted above. Furthermore ψ xlx ψ x x is the same number value inC x as ψ zlz ψ z z is inC z . This follows from
However, with external scaling included, the expectation value at z corresponds to the value As was shown in Section 2, scaling is not involved in physical transmission of results of calculations or experiment. Thus O x will interpret the transmitted signal to be the same number as was found by O z . O x will then conclude from this that the scaled expectation value in Eq. 48 agrees with experiment only if r z,x ≈ 1 x , or θ(z) − θ(x) ≈ 0 to experimental accuracy.
There are a great many regions Z, which can be used to represent expectation values, carry out experiments, and computations. Let Z represent the union of all these regions. The region Z is quite large. It contains all space regions in which observers can prepare and observe states of quantum systems that are wave packets or, in the case of multiple systems, are entangled states, as in quantum teleportation. 25, 26 The detailed discussion shows that θ(z) − θ(x) ≈ 0 for all pairs of points, x, z in Z. In fact one can set θ(z) − θ(x) ≈ 0 in a larger region, L, that contains Z. The region, L, should be such that observers at different locations in L, can, in principle, prepare systems in quantum states, make measurements on them, and efficiently communicate details and results of measurements and calculations to one another.
The region L is large. It includes all terrestrial locations, probably all locations in the solar system, and possibly more outside. A generous estimate of the size of L is as a sphere with a radius of several light years centered roughly on the sun. This is based on the use of the value of about 1, 000 light years 24 as the limit of the size of the space region in which we, as terrestrial observers, can detect intelligent life on other worlds. The reason that L is smaller that 1000 light years is that multiple transmissions of information between us and a distant world are needed to have distant beings carry out experiments and transmit the results to us. Also we have to be sure that the transmitted results are for experiments we think they are for. The exact size of L is not important. However it should be a very small fraction of the total size of the universe.
Effects of scaling outside of L.
The reasons described above for setting r z,x ≈ 1 x , fail for regions Z outside L. The reason is that communications between observers, if any, outside L and those inside take too long to be useful. Thus there is no way for observer O x at x inside L, to tell whether the scaled representation, r z,x ψ xlx ψ x x , at x, of the expectation value at z outside L is correct or not. Neither calculated results nor experimental results can be effectively transmitted from z to x inside L. Also the time required for multiple transmissions of information from x to z and back so O x can obtain the details of the experiment and calculation to be sure that the correct experiment or calculation was done, would take too long.
It follows that for points x in L and z outside L, r z,x = 1 x or θ(z)−θ(x) = 0 must be considered. In particular this suggests that number scaling, as represented by the scalar field, θ, may be important in cosmology. § However this is a subject for future work. § Observations of properties of cosmological systems are not experiments in that there are no state preparations by observers. One is limited to measurement of the properties of incoming photons and particles.
DISCUSSION
There is much work to be done to further develop the basic ideas of local availability of mathematics and number scaling. Here, and in other work 11 the effects of these ideas on some simple aspects of quantum theory were investigated. The work needs to be expanded into areas of quantum theory other than those discussed here. Also the restriction to 3 dimensional Euclidean space needs to be relaxed to include 4 dimensional space time as in relativity theory. Also the effects on geometry need investigation.
However, in spite of the limited nature of this work, it was possible to draw some conclusions. One was the separation of scaling into external and internal components. External scaling applies to all physical quantities as number values when viewed at different locations. If a z is a physical quantity as a number value at z, then this value corresponds to the scaled number value a Sc x = r z,x F x,z a x = r z,x (a z ) x at x. This is the representation, with external scaling included, of the number value, a z , at x. Note that (a z ) x is the same number value inC x as a z is inC z .
Wave packet states and expectation values as integral over space need separate consideration. If one assumes the existence at each point, x, a Hilbert space structureH x that can be used to express wave packets and expectation values as integrals over position vectors inH x , such as in Eqs. 22 and 24, then external scaling is sufficient.
However, if one assumes that local availability of mathematics apples separately to each position vector |y , then the space integrals, as in Eqs. 22 and 24 do not make sense. The reason is that they are integrals over vectors in different Hilbert space structures. This remedied be transferring the integrands at each y to a common point x at which the integral do make sense. Internal scaling refers to the scaling, along with the parallel transferring, of quantities at y to x for integration. In this case the scaling factor r y,x depends on the integration variable, y. Eqs. 29 and 31 show the effect of internal scaling.
The large amount of experimental support for quantum mechanics show that, to within the limits of experimental accuracy, no scaling, external or internal, is present. That is r z,x = e θ(z)−θ(x) ≈ 1 or θ(z) − θ(x) ≈ 0. It was seen here that this result depends on the ability of an observer at point, z, to transmit the results of experiment to an observer at another point, x. This is based on the fact, discussed in section 2, that no scaling is involved in the physical transmission of information from one point to another.
This shows that that the limitation r z,x ≈ 1 applies only to regions of space time in which it is possible for observers to carry out experiments and communicate effectively with us as observers at points x within a region that includes the solar system. If the points z at which observers are to carry out experiments are more than a few light years distant from x it becomes effectively for the distant observers to communicate with us. This is especially so because any experimental check at z of a prediction made at x requires multiple two way communications between observers at x and z.
It follows that the restriction θ(z) − θ(x) ≈ 0 applies only to points within a few light years of one another and with x in a region of a few light years in diameter that includes the solar system. If z is outside the region, at cosmological distance for example, then θ(z) − θ(x) = 0 is possible as it cannot be refuted by experiments, at least of the type considered here.
One additional point to note is that the value of r is invariant under changing θ everywhere by a constant. This definition , which lacks a scaling factor for states but preserves it for amplitudes and scalar products, is not used because it does not satisfy the equivalence between Hilbert spaces and products of complex number structures. 21 The definition used here satisfies the equivalenceH r x ∼ = (C r x ) n for finite dimensional spaces.
